LAB EXERCISE #8 POWERPOINT:
DESIGNING YOUR OWN PRESENTATION
DUE DATE: This exercise should be completed no later than your lab
day on the week of November 3 through the 6th

You will need to recall your previous Lab. The one where you first applied PowerPoint.

This lab is an opportunity for you to explore your own creativity and to tap into some of
the presentation dynamics of PowerPoint.

Tasks
You will decide an organizing theme to your PowerPoint presentation and apply the
following in your slides:

• apply consistent color fill effects to the background of each slide – experiment a
  little with different colors and background styles to see what the choices are and
  whether they appeal to you.
• use a different font color, size, and style for slide title and slide content
• apply text animations to the slides – for the list of points, allow one point to
  come in at a time. For the graphics, apply animation to the data series or the data
  points as is appropriate.
• apply slide transitional effects between slides
• insert a new slide that contains at least 3 internet links to data sites that would be
  useful (like the Census Bureau or BEA or the state data center). You can copy
  those from Assignment 2.
• insert a slide number for each slide in the slide footer area (use online help if you
  do not know how to do this)
• make sure your name appears on the first slide

WHAT TO PREPARE:
After you have completed this exercise, please print a hardcopy of the presentation as
Handouts with 2 slides per page (this can be done in the Print dialog box) and submit
your hardcopy to the instructor or TA in the beginning of your lab session next week

In addition, you need to demonstrate your PowerPoint slide show to the instructor or TA during that lab session to show
that you added the transitional effects and animation. You will
not get points without demonstrating the slide to me or Steve
first. If you want to come by my office to show me your stuff,
that is acceptable too.